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Welcome to The Harbour School Newsletter. We will be keeping you posted on all the
creative learning our pupils are enjoying.

Tweeting Birds
at The Aspex
Gallery

The Tweeting Birds Project was devised and co-ordinated by
The Harbour School’s Culture Capital Curriculum Lead Ashling McNamara in a
bid to develop pupils’ interest in nature; explore different art techniques; and
help them connect with their missed loved ones during the lockdown.
Inspired by the ‘Great British Bird Watch’ in early spring, pupils selected a bird
that appealed to them and painted or collaged it in their own choice of colours
and patterns. The pupils also had their bird tweet a message to somebody they
have missed during the lockdown.
The process of making, sharing and sending, helped the pupils to reconnect
with friends and family as well as working together towards a visual display.
Many pupils and staff have enjoyed the project and benefitted in different ways,
as described below by one of our pupils:
"I loved the project. I would definitely do it again. The project made me think
about nature and the wildlife around me, as well as family I have missed in
lockdown. I like the idea that I am now going to be an artist with work in a
gallery, too. I hope to go and see it with my Mum and Dave." KR

Look out
for your
invitation
to the
private
view.

TIPNER
CAMPUS
Ready to Sail...
A Tipner resident kindly sent pictures of our message on a raft experiment.
"Hi,
whilst walking around the
shore line during the weekend, I
came across several rafts with
notes attached.
I thought I'd email you with
attached photos.
They were washed ashore on
the south side of the shore that
the firing range is on.
The opposite side of your
school.
I hope that the pupils that
launched them had fun doing
so.
Regards,
Tipner resident"

Boxing - KS3 pupils taking part in the
boxing awards scheme at the heart of
Portsmouth.

STAMSHAW
CAMPUS

Take a walk on the wild side.
If you missed
the opening...
This stunning
exhibition is open
until 15th July.
Please drop in if
you are in the area
and support our
fantastic
photography
pupils.

Please follow the link to get the full article in The Portsmouth News.

https://www.portsmouth.co.uk/education/portsmouth-pupils-proudly-display-photographyexhibition-of-animals-and-the-natural-world-at-portsmouth-central-library-3245792

VANGUARD
CAMPUS

GALLERY OF LEARNING

'At Vanguard we had
a football sports
assessment, however
we decided to take
everybody who
wanted to have a
game of football. It
was a great success
and shows the pure
talent of some of our
young people and
they thoroughly
enjoyed it including
the staff '
Jennifer Bradley-Smith

Catering:
Pupils teach pupils the
importance of timing whilst
cooking and planning and
preparing beforehand.

In Catering this term – Pupils have been completing
their Level 1 and Level 2 practical assessments. They
are required to choose and adapt a recipe and cook
a 1 or 2 course meal.

Pupils have been designing and
making a home shelving unit in
Carpentry. They have also been
learning about different types of
hinges and joints.

We have welcomed 2 new additions to the class
in Animal Care – Mable and Etta, the new rabbits.
Pupils have also been learning about animal
welfare.

In PSHE this term, Pupils have been
learning about alcohol content in
different drinks and the effects of
alcohol.

Cultural Diversity Day
The Harbour School celebrates food
from around the world.
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Connect with Nature.
The theme for this year's Mental Health
Awareness Week was Nature. Pupils from Cosham
campus have been writing meditation scripts and
photographing the wonders of our natural world.
Imagine you are strolling through the woodland, the dappled sunlight is scattering between the leaves of the trees
and falling onto your face. As you walk, you inhale through your nose and exhale through your mouth. You try and
make your breaths as deep as possible. Your mind is clear and you have nothing to worry about. As you walk, you
consciously relax all of your muscles. Untense your jaw and allow your eyelids to become lighter. The soothing
sound of running water begins to grow louder as you approach the babbling brook. The air is warm and your bare
arms are soothed by the gentle breeze.
A single, white feather slowly dances down and lands in front of you. You stop to pick it up. This is your sign, your
angel is looking over you. The feather is silky and smooth as you brush it again your cheek. You smile but your
muscles don’t feel tense. Continuing down the alluring path, you near the stream. You place the feather into your
pocket as you walk. You know that whenever you have it on you, you are protected by your guardian angels.
The breeze fades away and you begin to feel decideldly warm, not uncomfortable though. You lower your arm into
the tumbling water, it perfectly cools your skin. You reach further into the water and your fingertips meet the river
bed. The glossy pebbles are nice to touch so you pick one up. Pulling your hand out of the water, the pebble is a
beautiful colour. You add this to your collection and carry on your stroll beside the stream.

Nature poem from Tipner pupils.

There are lots of helpful tips in these little
books to support with mental health. Ask at
reception if you would like a copy.

What are you
reading this half term?
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Here is our first book review, written by a pupil at our
Cosham Campus. The Whisper by Bali Rai.

This hard-hitting narrative represents life for the
struggling urban youths who become involved in the
violence of drug dealing. Life ticks on in the ghetto for The
Crew (Billy, Ellie, Della, Will and Jas) until one day, the
authorities organise ‘Operation Clean Up.’ Drug dealers
and criminals are getting arrested. Surely means someone
has grassed them up? A whisper goes about the area that
Billy and his mates are the ‘informers’ and suddenly, the
peaceful life of the gang descends into utter turmoil. Billy
is mugged and his phone is stolen, his house is targeted
and Ellie is bullied at school. Things go from bad to worse
when Billy realises a photo of him, knocked out, is being
plastered around the block captioned “Wanted dead for
informing.” What started off as a small rumour has
escalated to danger and death.

Della’s boyfriend, Jas, seems a bit off. He is not answering
his phone and he is always away for work. That is when
Billy finds out that Jas has gotten involved in the drug
business. They need to find out who is pointing the finger
before things get any more serious. Della is heart-broken
and the next thing they know Zeus, the family dog, has
been stabbed. The crew have nowhere to turn to. Billy’s
step-dad, Nanny is being threatened with death.
He is in grave danger so he goes to stay at his friend’s house whilst
things calm down. Things only get worse. Jas and Divy continue to
spread the whisper and the next thing they know, they are planning
an attack on Billy’s family home. Jas was once Billy’s best friend but
with the involvement of drugs, gangs and money, he has done a 180.
An overdosing Jas dies in the flames of the attack.
The death of Jas causes things to finally calm down. Billy is forced to
live on with the knowledge that his friend was killed because of the
violence of drugs. The sobering story shows the true hell of the drug
business. Rai’s use of slang and informal dialogue makes the speech
slightly hard to read but it makes the story very genuine. The book is
a great, quick read and the first person impact evokes a sense of
sympathy for the main characters and it successfully makes you
question your morality. I really enjoyed this book and I would
recommend it.

Other books
by Bali Rai:
‘The Crew’ –
the official
prequel of
‘The Whisper.’

Well done to our all our
bakers. It was difficult to
decide, but the
Governors finally
selected one overall
winner and several
runner-ups.

Let them
bake and
eat cakes!

Returning to School
after the Half Term

FREE SCHOOL MEALS
PORTSMOUTH CITY COUNCIL IS
COMMITTED TO SUPPORTING FAMILIES
AND FREE SCHOOL MEAL VOUCHERS

Monday 7th June

WILL BE PROVIDED

Lateral Flow Testing

TO ELIGIBLE FAMILIES OVER THE

Please keep up Lateral Flow

HOLIDAYS.

Device Testing over the Easter
Break.

Infection Control
From Tuesday 1st-Thursday 3rd Junel
Report any positive Covid 19 Cases to
Portsmouth City Council
Coronavirus.schools@portsmouthcc.gov.uk
Tel: 023 9284 1717 (office hours only)

complete your mission to take part.

